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Abstract. Data quality issue has emerged since the end of the 60’s, however, more than 50 years
later, it remains unresolved and is still current, mainly due the popularity of data and open data.
The paper proposes a data object-driven approach to data quality evaluation. This user-oriented
solution is based on 3 main components: data object, data quality specification and the process of
data quality measuring. These components are defined by 3 graphical DSLs, that are easy enough
even for non-IT experts. The approach ensures data quality analysis depending on the use-case.
Developed approach allows analysing quality of “third-party” data. The proposed solution is
applied to open data sets. The result of approbation of the proposed approach demonstrated that
open data have numerous data quality issues. There are also underlined common data quality
problems detected not only in Latvian open data but also in open data of 3 European countries.
Keywords: data object, data quality, domain-specific modelling language, open data.

1. Introduction and motivation
ISO 9000 defines “quality” as a degree to which the consumer's needs are satisfied, by
representing all the characteristics of the product or service requested by the customer.
The concept of “data quality” derived from the concept of “quality” is usually defined
as the suitability of the data for use case, emphasising its relative and dynamic nature,
the context of which is determined by the data use and the requirements that depends on
it and may change over time, that is determined by data gradual accumulation in the
databases, and changing data quality requirements.
Data quality issue has emerged since the end of the 60’s, when some aspects of it
were first studied by statistical researchers. Computer scientists began actively studying
the data quality problem in the early 90’s (Scannapieco et al., 2002a). However, despite
the popularity of the data and the continued increase in their volume, almost 30 years
later, the data quality problem remains unresolved and is still current, mainly due the
popularity of [open] data. An analysis of more than 70 existing solutions reveals that
most existing solutions are based on the definition, grouping of data quality dimensions
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and their application to data sets, that are often identified by researchers as problematic
even for data quality professionals. Therefore, there is reason to argue that existing
approaches are not suitable for users without in-depth knowledge on IT and data quality,
so that the involvement of data quality specialists becomes necessary at all stages of the
data quality analysis. Nowadays, this is not acceptable, because every day users come
into contact with data – they are everywhere, so that the ability to verify their quality
must be for each user, regardless of his/ her knowledge in the field of IT and data
quality.
The paper proposes a data object-driven approach to defining and evaluating data
quality. The aim of the study is to define the developed approach that would allow to
define the data object to be analysed, as well as quality requirements for people who may
not have in-depth knowledge in the fields of IT and data quality, and to apply it to data
sets by demonstrating it in action.
The proposed data quality model consists of three components: (1) a data object
whose quality is assessed (primary and secondary for contextual data quality analysis),
(2) data quality specification – quality requirements defined for a previously defined
data object, which depends on a specific data usage, and (3) a data quality verification
process which results in a determination of the quality of the given data object by
analysing the identified data quality issues. The proposed approach differs significantly
from existing approaches - it does not use the concept of “data quality dimension”,
allowing users to define their own specific quality requirements for their specific data
objects, depending on the use-case. Instead of the concept of “data quality dimensions”,
a broader concept of “data quality requirement” is used, where “data quality
dimension” may be considered to be a subset of “data quality requirement” concept. The
data object and quality requirements for a particular data object are defined by the user,
whereby users are given the opportunity to verify the quality of the data of a specific
dataset for their purposes. Each component is defined by using graphical flowchart-like
charts that make it easier to analyse data quality, and by ensuring the interaction between
users through charts that can be created and edited quickly and easily. This is achieved
by developing a graphic domain-specific language (DSL) for each component. A quality
model can be defined in two ways, informally using a natural language, or formally, by
replacing non-formal texts with executable, such as SQL queries. The definition of data
object and data quality requirements does not require users to have prior knowledge of
IT or data quality; this process is intuitive, whereby, unlike a larger part of existing data
quality solutions, the proposed approach is intended for a wide range of users. The
involvement of IT specialists is only becoming necessary at the final stage transforming informal requirements into executable.
The proposed solution makes it possible to carry out a quality analysis of “third party”
data, i.e. to analyse data, information on which storage and processing mechanisms or
procedures are not known. The solution is applied to open data verifying the
effectiveness of the approach as well as the quality of the open data, placing more
emphasis on open data in Latvia. An analysis of the quality of open data by itself is a
challenge, since despite the increased popularity of open data, the issue of open data
quality is studied relatively rarely, as is also the case with the number of studies
presenting Google Scholar on the relevant topic - the studies on open data quality are
carried out unjustifiably rarely. As the volume of open data increases, solutions are
needed that would be suitable for users without more in-depth knowledge of data quality
and IT, as open data becomes a daily phenomenon and quality analysis is becoming an
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integral part of everyday activity. As a result of the analysis, a number of data quality
problems were identified in open data, which, in view of their nature, were divided in
separate groups in order to draw attention to the common problems from which data
users should be aware, and to take into account data providers, highlighting the most
popular ones.
The objectives of this paper:
1) to explore the concepts of “data quality” and “open data quality”,
challenges related to these concepts, their relevance and popularity in
scientific articles;
2) to impose requirements for a new data quality assessment approach and to
propose a new approach for data quality analysis and evaluation, that meets
the identified requirements;
3) to assess the proposed data quality assessment approach by applying it to a
number of open datasets in order to identify data quality problems in them.
The paper is structured as follows:
 Section 2 provides definitions of basic concepts, a description of the
relevance of data quality and a justification for the problem. It is also
explores the popularity of data and open data-quality studies based on
Google Scholar data, identifying topics that are covered in the scientific
studies more rarely, and which research could bring added value to society;
 Section 3 briefly discusses existing solutions and studies on data quality
issues, defining their common negative features, which would be worth
taking into account developing a new approach;
 Section 4 presents a proposed new approach to the definition and
assessment of data quality, which addresses the disadvantages of existing
solutions. The selection of its components is justified, highlighting its
advantages compared to existing solutions. A data quality analysis is
described for both a single data object and multiple data objects
corresponding to contextual data quality analysis. Since the data quality
model can be defined both informally and formally, which is in line with the
basic design of a model driven architecture (MDA), the proposed solution is
examined from the MDA perspective by analysing their relevance to MDA's
basic ideas, highlighting both similarities and differences;
 Section 5 summarises the results of the application of the proposed approach
to the real data sets, identifying common data quality problems;
 Section 6 sums up the conclusions of this research.

2. The concept of data quality
The concept of data quality has several definitions, but the most often this is defined as
fitness for use (e.g., (Tayi et al., 1998), (Olson, 2003), etc.). Some researchers add to this
the requirement that data must have no data quality problems and must have the
necessary or "desirable" properties (Scannapieco et al., 2002a), (Redman, 2001), (Wang
et al., 1996). These requirements may vary from solution to solution. For example, Lee
and co-authors believe that qualitative data is characterized by features such as
completeness, consistency, believability, timeliness, accessibility, adding that the data
must be available in an appropriate amount and free of error (Lee at el., 2009). The list
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of properties that Juran proposes to use evaluating the quality of data overlaps (Lee et
al., 2009). According to (Juran, 1995), the data must be available, accurate, timely,
complete, consistent with other sources, relevant, comprehensive, proper level of detail,
easy to read, easy to interpret, etc. However, the lists of properties or data quality
dimensions that characterize data quality are very diverse.
In general, data quality is the suitability of a given dataset and its properties for a
particular usage or use case, which depends on the data consumer using them, for
example, in analytics, making business decisions, planning etc. (Nikiforova, 2018b). It
also means that the same data may be suitable for one application or user but unusable
due to low quality for another (Tayi et al., 1998). This means that it may be necessary to
define different data quality requirements for the same data, depending on the use case.
It also means that it is not possible to achieve a level of data quality at which the data
would satisfy all possible use cases, more precisely the absolute data quality, however,
this is the objective to be pursued. This principle is common for many quality-related
topics, such as the QMS (Quality Management System), as many methodologies, such as
LEAN and its descendants, for which one of the main objectives is to improve the
efficiency of the business process, which posse this principle in the core of philosophy
(Nikiforova and Bicevska, 2018). It should also be noted, that, despite the main
challenge of project failure is usually associated with the incorrect selection or non-use
of project management methodologies, significant part (around 40%) of business
initiatives fail due to insufficient quality of data (Friedman and Smith, 2011).
In the 21st century, a new concept derived from the concept of “data” emerged –
“open data”, bringing new challenges arising from their nature. This topic is discussed
in the next subsection.

2.1. Open data
The popularity of the data quality problem is growing more rapidly, largely due to the
popularity of open data. Nowadays, countries are enabling users to obtain data from
open data portals where different types of data are published by various data providers.
These data can be used by data users for their own purposes, ranging from simple data
analysis for their own purposes, to the trend of developing applications based on open
data today.
Open data is the preferred way of making available data re-usable. For data to be
recognized as open data, they must be: (1) complete; (2) primary; (3) timely; (4)
available; (5) machine readable; (6) non-discriminatory; (7) non-proprietary; (8)
license-free ((Bauer et al., 2011), (WEB, e)). However, none of the open data principles
are related to data quality in its broad meaning, therefore there is reason to assume that
open data (even those that fully comply with all the above principles) tend to have data
quality problems (Nikiforova, 2018b).
The same trend can be observed in the case of open government data (OGD)
evaluation, as according to (Klein et al., 2018), the quality aspect takes only the 4 th
position (out of 4) by popularity, following the policy, benefit and risk, despite the fact
that
quality
can
affect
every
aspect.
However,
according
to
https://www.europeandataportal.eu/en research, data quality is the most problematic
aspect of open data portals.
It should be also stated, that since open data portals publish data from different data
providers, the quality of data sets within a single open data portal tends to vary, which is
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also consistent with ((Kuk et al., 2011), (Petychakis et al. , 2014)). This tends to be
related to the fact that, when publishing datasets, data portals rarely check their quality,
which is usually related to the complexity of the data quality review process. As a result
(Kuk et al., 2011) and (Yi, 2019) conclude that nowadays the quality of OGD data is not
high enough and quality problems often occurs, starting with irregular data updates and
incorrect format selection, which mostly relates to the quality of data sets quality
problems, continuing with data incompleteness, name and identifier contradictions, low
level of granularity etc..

2.2. Data quality problem and its popularity
The data quality issues were firstly researched by statisticians in the late 60’s. At the
beginning, mainly mathematical theory for detecting and eliminating duplicates in
statistical datasets was proposed. In the early 80’s, studies on data quality management
were launched, focusing mainly on identifying and tackling data quality problems in the
management solutions for production systems. In the early 90’s, computer scientists
have also studied this problem, focusing on defining the concept of data quality,
measuring and improving the quality of data stored in databases, data warehouses and
legacy systems (Scannapieco et al., 2002b), as well as linking “data quality” concept to
“data quality dimensions”, proposing different dimension groupings (Cai et al., 2015).
However, despite the popularity and continued growth of the data (Hashem et al., 2015),
(Kitchin, 2014), (Cai et al, 2015), almost 30 years later, the quality problem remains
unresolved (Cai et al., 2015).
Nowadays, a variety of studies are carried out each year, including estimates and
surveys aimed at identifying the effects of data quality, including losses caused by low
quality data. The results raise awareness of the topics and call for solutions to improve
the current situation. Results of some surveys and analyses:
 in 2018, low-quality data was considered “the leading cause of failure for
advanced data and technology initiatives, to the tune of $9.7 million to
American businesses each year” (WEB, c);
 annual Gartner Group research (Moore, 2017) demonstrates that companies lose
$15 million annually due to data quality problems. Moreover, this trend has
been constant in recent years (e.g. (Friedman et al., 2013), (Moore, 2017));
 IBM’s research (WEB, d) found that business decisions taken on the basis of
low-quality data cost the US economy $3.1 trillion per year;
 the US postal service provider USPS has a loss of US $3.4 billion per year due
to incorrect address data (WEB, b).
 according to Gartner studies, about 40% of data in companies is of poor quality,
while data quality is closely linked to process quality and, as a result, to
business success (Friedman et al., 2011).
In some cases, data quality problems bring financial loses, however there might be
cases, when they bring even more global outcomes. The two most impressive examples
are the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger and the shooting down of an Iranian
Airbus by the USS Vincennes where, according to (Fisher et al., 2001), data quality
problem was one of the crucial. According to them, data consistency, completeness and
accuracy were the most critical aspects.
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In accordance with ((Jetzek et al., 2017), (Chen et al., 2016), (Colpaert et al., 2013)),
the quality of the [open] data affects the quality of knowledge, its reliability and the
significance that can be gained from processing the data.
According to Loshin (2001), low quality data reduces the efficiency of work, so when
working with data, one must be sure that they are correct before being added or
processed - they must be correct at every stage of data accumulation. If the data has an
error, it must be corrected, or the record must be deleted before it can be used. The more
errors that have accumulated, the more resources are needed to fix them. Low-quality
data also affects business decision-making, while high-quality data improves the
efficiency of data warehousing, as data retrieval, cleaning, and downloading typically
take up to 80% of the time. It is also consistent with (Gabernet et al., 2017), according to
which the widely used '80-20 rule' is also applicable to data quality, whereby 80% of the
time of a data researcher 20% leaving it for use, including analysis.
All these numbers demonstrate that the data quality problem is current, since the
quality indicators are unsatisfactory and, unfortunately, constant. The existence of a
quality problem is also confirmed by a number of studies (Acosta et al., 2013), (Färber et
al., 2016), (Ferney et al., 2017), (Guha-Sapir et al., 2002), (Kerr et al., 2007a, 2007b),
(Kontokostas et al., 2014), (Kuk et al., 2011), ((Nikiforova, 2018a, 2019), (Vetrò et al.,
2016), (Yi, 2019) etc.).
The relevance of the [open] data quality problem and its popularity is also reflected in
the number of studies. According to Google Scholar, the number of studies on open data
quality published between 2003 and 2014 is 4.6 times fewer than in 2018. The results of
the research show that a sharp increase in the popularity of open data quality has been
seen since 2017, when the number of open datasets and the number of open data portals
has started to increase (Figure 1). However, relating the number of studies related to
open data quality to the total number of studies related to open data, it appears that the
data quality issue has been studied unjustifiably rarely (Figure 2), since the number of
studies on open data in 2018 exceeds the number of open data quality studies at 147
times (in 2019 – 179 times), i.e. the proportion of open data quality studies against the
total number of studies related to open data shall not exceed 0.5% (the data were
collected in the 3rd quartile of 2019).

Fig. 1. Popularity of open data quality studies (2014-2018)

In addition, the number of data quality studies exceeds the number of open data quality
studies at nearly 196 times (i.e. the ratio of open data quality studies against the total
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number of data quality studies, is ~ 0.2%). This shows the need to carry out studies
related to the quality of the open data, as the results of data quality studies show the
existence of a problem, but the distribution of the studies carried out shows that the
existing solutions are mostly designed to assess the quality of the so-called “closed” data
and are not suitable for open data or users without advanced IT and data quality
knowledge.
At the same time, the topic of the quality of [closed] data is losing popularity (Figure
2), while the popularity of open data and open data quality topics is steadily increasing
(Figure 1).

Fig. 2. Popularity of data quality studies (2014-2018)

As the volume of open data increases, solutions suitable for users without in-depth
knowledge on data quality and IT become necessary, as open data becomes a daily
phenomenon and their quality analysis becomes an integral part of everyday activity.

3. Existing solutions
As the topic of existing studies was addressed in (Nikiforova, 2019) and (Nikiforova et
al., 2020), this discussion will not be repeated, emphasizing only the main categories of
existing studies:
 general studies on data and information quality, mostly focusing on
definition of data quality dimensions and their groupings ((Wang et al.,
1996), (Van den Berghe et al., 2017), (Ferney et al., 2017), (Redman et al.,
2001) etc.);
 quality assessment of open data portals and/ or Open Government Data
((Vetro et al., 2016), (Kučera et al., 2013), (Nikiforova, 2020a, 2020b),
(Neumaier et al., 2016), (Sáez Martín et al., 2016), (Sasse et al., 2017) etc.);
 quality assessment of Linked Data ((Acosta et al., 2013), (Paulheim et al.,
2014) etc.).
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Some studies conduct industry-specific data and information quality analysis, most
often using sector-specific methods that are tailored to these datasets:
 cancer registry ((Bray et al., 2009), (Sigurdardottir et al., 2012), (Larsen et
al., 2009), (Parkin et al., 2009), (Tomic et al., 2015) etc.);
 healthcare ((Dahbi et al., 2018), (Weiskopf et al., 2013), (Van den Berghe et
al., 2017), (Schmidt et al., 2015), (Kerr, 2007a, 2007b) etc.);
 chemical hazard and risk assessments ((Bevan, 2012) etc.).
It should be noted that some studies may belong to several groups at the same time as
these groups are interconnected and several groups could be subdivided, for example,
individual studies also develop guidelines for data quality (e.g. (Aarshi et al., 2018),
(Kucher et al., 2013), (Vetro et al., 2016), (Sasse et al., 2017), (Perez-Castillo et al.,
2018a, 2018b) etc.), but these are usually derived from the results of the study.
Definition of data quality dimensions and methods for their quantitative evaluation is
one of the most important steps that were taken so far in the field of data quality
(Nikiforova, 2018a). Current data quality analysis solutions are largely focused on
informal definition of data quality and measurement of acquired values, but mechanisms
for determining data quality characteristics in formalized languages are unknown (or
popular enough). Similarly, there are no well-known solutions that allow users to simply
analyze the quality of specific datasets by defining specific data quality requirements for
individual parameters of interest (Nikiforova, 2018a).
Summarizing the previous chapter, it should be emphasized that “data quality” is a
complex concept that depends on the particular application of the data. The use of data
quality dimensions in data quality analysis can appear complicated, since despite the age
of data quality analysis studies that relates the concept of data quality to the concept of
data quality dimension, it is still unclear how and which specific data quality dimension
to associate with a particular use-case. This lack of existing solutions is also pointed out
by several data researchers, including Batini, author of an in-depth study of data quality
issues and existing methodologies (Batini et al., 2009, 2016). However, this is confirmed
not only by the numerous data scientists but also by the survey of computer science
students (55 respondents in total) who were asked to define the concept of “data
quality”. As a result of the survey, several identical definitions were not found since
even with a similar definition, they were supplied with a list of different characteristics
that, in the respondents' opinion, describe the quality of the data. Naming three most
important dimensions of data quality, names of only 9 dimensions were mentioned more
than once, namely, "accuracy", "relevance", "integrity", "duplication", "accuracy",
"availability", "unambiguity", "trustworthiness", "completeness". In addition, 10% of
respondents couldn’t name any of them due the fact that the concept of “data quality
dimension” in the context of data quality isn’t known for them at all, while 12% of
respondents provided the list of concepts that can’t be accepted as data quality
dimensions, therefore, it can be concluded they haven’t deal with data quality
dimensions, too. Among the 78% of respondents, the most frequently mentioned
dimension is "completeness" – this dimension occurred for 5 times, "accuracy" - 4 times,
while the other dimensions were mentioned by 2 to 3 respondents. However, it should be
noted that despite having the same name for the named dimensions, it cannot be stated
that respondents understand them in the same way. It should be noted that, despite the
fact that third-year undergraduate students in Computer Science who might be observed
as users with in-depth knowledge in IT area, took part in the survey, their knowledge of
data quality issue, and in particular the data quality dimensions, is very limited. In
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addition, 55 non-IT experts were surveyed to find out whether the concept of “data
quality” is known for them, how it could be defined and what the data quality
dimensions might be associated with it. The survey showed that (1) 96.4% have not
previously heard the term “data quality dimension”, (2) only 7.3% of respondents’
assumptions about the definition of this term are correct and 17.1% are partly correct, (3)
16.4% of respondents could name at least one existing data quality dimension. This
proves once again that the linking of the concept of “data quality” to “data quality
dimension” by the end-users without in-depth knowledge of data quality should be
considered as very risky task.
Most of existing solutions are not suited for non-IT and non-data quality experts,
since they require additional in-depth knowledge not only in IT but also in data quality
area, especially if one of ((Caro et al., 2007), (Ferney et al., 2017), (Neumaier, 2015),
(Umbrich et al., 2015), (Vetro et al., 2016)) is used. These solutions are suited for users
with appropriate knowledge, skills and experience in data quality area or involving such
users at all stages of data quality analysis since they (a) use high number of data quality
dimensions, complicating this task significantly, (b) require definition of data quality
requirements, (c) require linking defined or pre-defined data quality requirements to data
quality dimensions, which further are applied to datasets. The involvement of experts at
all stages of data quality analysis is inappropriate since this contradicts the main
principles of data quality – data conformity to use-case which must be defined only by
the end-user who is analyzing the quality of data for his own purposes. Their
involvement is acceptable on the few of later stages only, however both, data under
analysis and data quality requirements against which data quality will be analyzed, must
be defined by end-user, while IT-experts are allowed to support data quality analysis.
The nature of existing studies requires the division of users involved in data quality
analysis based on the knowledge required for this task into two groups: (1) IT specialists
and (2) data quality specialists (an overlap of both sets is possible). The distinction
between IT and data quality professionals is necessary because (1) IT professionals may
not have data quality knowledge, i.e. knowledge necessary for data quality analysis, (2) a
user may be considered a data quality expert if his / her qualifications and / or experience
are sufficient to perform data quality analysis, whereas this knowledge may be available
to a user who does not have advanced IT knowledge. The second group can be
represented by data analysts working in banks or other fields with a sufficient level of
knowledge in data quality analysis, despite the lack of IT training. This means that a user
can be considered a data quality specialist if he / she has an in-depth knowledge of data
quality concepts and is capable of performing the above tasks related to data quality
analysis (Nikiforova, 2018a). According to (Nikiforova, 2018a), if the data quality
analysis solution requires in-depth IT knowledge (e.g., (Acosta et al., 2013), (Färber et
al., 2018), (Kontokostas et al., 2014), (Redman, 2001), (Zaveri et al., 2016)), the concept
of IT specialist applies. A user is considered an IT professional if he or she has education
and / or experience in the IT field that covers relevant topics (i.e., specific technologies,
approaches, knowledge engineering, etc.).
It should be noted that despite the diversity of existing solutions for data quality
analysis, the users or groups of users involved in them, the knowledge or technology
needed, etc., a common feature of data quality studies is the identification of the
presence of data quality problems in the data to which the proposed solutions are
applied. This means that the problem of data quality is still unsolved and (a) further
research is needed in this area, proposing new solutions; (b) existing [open] datasets
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should be examined, providing information on the weaknesses identified, thereby
improving their quality. To achieve this aim, a new approach to data quality analysis was
developed, which is discussed in the next section.

4. The proposed data object-driven approach to data quality
evaluation
This Section defines requirements for a data object-driven approach to data quality
analysis, describes the proposed data quality model, providing an overview of each of its
components. It also provides a description of the possibility of contextual data quality
analysis, highlighting the advantages of the proposed approach in comparison with
existing solutions. A general description of the approach is given, its description in the
context of model driven architecture (MDA), justifying the choice of components and
their combination in the overall solution. The Section concludes with a list of
opportunities and limitations of the proposed approach. This Section is mainly based on
(Nikiforova et al., 2020), (Nikiforova and Bicevskis 2019).

4.1. General overview of the approach
Taking into account the relative and dynamic nature of the data quality, according to
which data quality requirements are determined by data use-case, specific data quality
checks may be required for each specific application. This also corresponds with (Batini
et al., 2009), in which authors emphasize that the data quality solution is based on three
aspects: (1) data and process analysis, (2) data quality requirements analysis, and (3)
data quality analysis. In addition, since data is usually collected gradually, the following
basic requirements for a data quality management system are:
 in accordance with the dependence of the concept of data quality on the use
case, data quality requirements should be formulated in platform
independent concepts, i.e. not including checks in the IS program code;
 data quality requirements should be formulated at several levels, i.e. for a
single data object, a data object in the context of its attributes, a data object
in the context of a database, a data object in the context of many IS;
 the language used to define components of data quality model should be
simple enough, ensuring possibility to define data objects and data quality
requirements even for industry professionals with minimal involvement of
IT specialists. In accordance with (Zhao et al., 2003) this can be achieved by
using graphical DSL, the syntax and semantics of which are easily adapted
to each new IS;
 data quality must be verified at several stages of data processing, each time
using its own description of individual data quality requirements. It is
advisable not to try to include all data quality requirements into one
comprehensive requirement specification that would only test data quality at
the final stage of data collection, i.e. when the data is already stored in the
database.
From the Batini and co-authors perspective (Batini et al., 2009), the proposed
approach intends maximizing user engagement rather than questioning it, where the end
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user is only one of the data quality analysis stakeholders, allowing the user to define
every step of data quality analysis.
From TDQM (Total Data Quality Management) point of view, data quality lifecycle
consists of 4 interrelated phases - data quality definition, data quality measurement,
data quality analysis and data quality improvement. According to this, the proposed
approach can be briefly described as follows:
 phase 1 – definition of the data quality, which includes (1) selecting the
data object whose quality is under analysis, (2) defining the data quality
requirements for the data object class. It is expressed by a set of conditions
whose fulfilment is checked. Data quality requirements are captured by
graphical graphs, where the vertices of the graph represent the operations
and checks to be performed, while the arcs represent the order in which they
are executed. Data quality requirements can be formulated at different levels
of abstraction, from informal text (for example, in natural language) to
precise, executable program artefacts, replacing informal texts with
executable code or SQL queries.
With regard to reading data from data sources, it should be noted that the
use of the term "data object" implies that only data necessary for a specific
analysis is selected, thus reducing the amount of data to be processed,
saving time and other resources;
 phase 2 - data quality measurement phase that intends that (1) the data to
be analysed is selected from data sources (screen fields, databases, files,
data warehouses, etc.) and (2) data quality measurements are performed by
verifying the fulfilment of previously defined requirements for each data
object. One quality measurement process can include reading multiple data
objects and testing requirements with multiple quality specifications. The
quality assessment process results a protocol containing non-conformities
with the quality specification identified during the inspection process;
 phase 3 - the data quality analysis phase, that intends that the analysis of the
data quality test results received during the measurement phase is
performed. Its purpose is to identify data quality problems and to identify
the root causes of these problems;
 phase 4 - data quality improvement phase that involves the selection and
implementation of a quality enhancement mechanism. This can be done
both with customized software modules and with the tools provided by MS
DQS (Microsoft SQL Server Data Quality Services), a data quality analysis
and enhancement tool whose pros and cons and potential applications have
been addressed in (Nikiforova, 2018b), hence the proposed solution does
not address this phase.
Since, according to TDQM, data quality can be ensured by systematically repeating
the phases of the data quality cycle, that is necessary since data is constantly changing,
and new or modified data may lead to new data quality problems or changes in data
quality requirements. Therefore, the proposed solution ensures possibility to change data
quality criteria, defining new data quality requirements for each new iteration cycle, thus
ensuring and maintaining high data quality.
The data quality management system architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. The main
components of the proposed approach, i.e. proposed data quality model are:
1) data object that defines the data whose quality will be analysed;
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2)
3)

data quality requirements - conditions that must be fulfilled for data to be
considered as of high quality;
data quality evaluation process - all activities that must be performed to
evaluate the quality of the data object.

Data sources
XML
CSV
Database
Screen form

Data
Extraction

Data Model of
Data Sources

Data Objects
Class
instances

Data Object's
Definition

Quality
Control
Process
Data Quality
Specifications

Data
Quality
Report

Data Quality
Improvement

Fig. 3. Architecture of data quality system [(Bicevskis et al., 2019a) modified by the author]

All three components of the data quality model are described by language metamodels.
In addition to syntax, they also instruct the graphical representation of the model, while
the semantics of the model are described by the execution rules of graphical diagrams.
This approach corresponds to (Zhao et al., 2003). In this way, data quality models
become executable and practically usable.
In accordance with widely-spread data quality division into syntactic and semantic
accuracy, and many problems arising from the use of the data quality dimension
concept, the proposed data object-driven approach abandons the data quality dimension
concept by replacing it with the more universal and broad concept of “data quality
requirement”, where “data quality dimension” related to the quality of the data is a
subset of it. In other words, the concept of data quality is not related to the concept of
data quality dimension. As follows from Chapter 2, understanding the concept of a data
quality dimension, as well as defining specific dimensions with approach developers and
exploring with users of a particular approach, is too resource consuming. This has been
repeatedly acknowledged by even the brightest data quality researchers (Batini,
Scannapieco, Shanks, etc.). In addition, as mentioned in Section 2, some studies use too
many dimensions of data quality, while others limit it to two dimensions. The proposed
approach does not set any limits, giving users the ability to define data quality
requirements that depend on the use case. In scope of the given research, the use of the
term “data quality requirement” instead of “data quality dimensions” has several and
notable benefits since, firstly, it enables the involvement of users, who may not have
advanced knowledge of IT and data quality, in data quality analysis, secondly, it
facilitates multi-user collaboration; and third, does not limit the nature of the quality
requirements to be set (compared to data quality dimensions, where each specific
dimension may have a limited list of possible data quality checks depending on its
implementation). In addition, it saves developers and users time simplifying the process
of designing and using data quality solutions without requiring a number of resource
intensive activities related to the data quality dimensions, i.e. from the developers' point
of view, defining the dimensions of data quality with all its consequences, including
grouping them, selecting attributes, metrics, selecting and providing measurement
mechanisms, etc., from the user's perspective, learning all the dimensions and
components of a solution that are usually useful in only one particular solution.
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However, despite abandoning the concept of the data quality dimension by replacing it
with the more universal one, the proposed approach follows the generally accepted
definitions of the concept of data quality.
As for data quality assurance areas, i.e. for a single data object, for a data object in the
context of its attributes, and for a data object in the context of a database that relates to
different IS components, the proposed strategy allows to propose a unified solution. This
is achieved by offering a DSL platform that provides a wide range of language
definitions for describing data quality requirements, allowing modular definition of
quality requirements, and verifying compliance with requirements at various stages of
data processing, i.e. without including all requirements in one comprehensive
requirement specification, where data quality is checked only at the final stage of data
collection. This enables the quality of the data to be verified at many stages of data
processing, each time using its own description of individual data quality requirements.
Another idea of the proposed data object-driven approach is the involvement of data
users in data quality analysis. It is vital not only for the users themselves, who must be
able to analyze the quality of the data for their own purposes, but also for the data
providers, as the increasing amount of open data published (number of datasets) results a
high number of different possible use-cases, that data publishers are unable to put
forward and verify, however, user engagement in data quality analysis and their
feedbacks would increase the quality of potential data significantly, increasing the
probability that as many data quality defects as possible will be identified and ultimately
eliminated ((Ruijer et al., 2019), (Attard et al., 2015), (Tinholt, 2013)). The proposed
solution allows evaluation of data quality according to objective and subjective
requirements, where objective requirements are user-independent requirements that
allow to evaluate data compliance with pre-defined requirements, integrity laws, or
external sources (Price et al., 2005). By contrast, subjective requirements mean datadependent requirements that tend to change depending on the task that requires the data
at a given time. They are highly dependent on the perception of the data user of the
concept of “data quality”.
The proposed data quality model can be formulated and used in at least two ways /
levels: (a) informally (similar to PIM), where the required checks are described in
natural language - chart symbols contain textual descriptions of the actions; (b) in an
executable manner (similar to PSM) that can be achieved by transforming an informal
model, replacing informal texts / descriptions with program code, SQL queries, or other
executable objects. PIM can be seen as an informal description of an IS that is created
with industry professionals, i.e. users who may not have advanced IT knowledge. In
such a way the model is gradually detailed.
This means that the proposed data quality model divided into two models can be
described from the point of view of the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). Perhaps it is
not MDA in its traditional meaning, however, the principles are the same. According to
(Kleppe, 2003), MDA by itself “… is based on widely used industry standards for
visualizing, storing and exchanging [software designs and] models”. This is the core
idea of the presented approach. Following Object Management Group (OMG) (Soley et
al., 2000), in the proposed solution “models become assets instead of expenses”, as well
as one of the main objectives of using the charts is “modelling technology to pull the
whole picture together”. All concepts of the presented data object-driven approach are
defined and described using graphical Domain Specific Languages (DSLs). DSL syntax
and semantics are developed in such a way that they are (a) easily applicable to a new IS,
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(b) simple enough to let non-IT experts define data object and quality specification
without IT-experts involving. Graphical models for data quality analysis were chosen for
several reasons. Firstly, models are usually used as a communication tool (Mellor et al.,
2004), improving the readability of information since graphical representation in models
is perceived better by readers than textual representation. Visual information is also
easier and faster to read and to modify. The use of models reduces the risk of
misunderstandings between users. According to (Mellor et al., 2004), models are
“cheaper to build than the real thing”. Mellor also emphasizes that the effectiveness of
models depends on two aspects: abstraction and classification. By abstraction Mellor
understands “ignoring information that is not of interest in a particular context”. In the
presented approach, it is achieved by using data object exclusively with the parameters
representing real objects that are of interest for specific users in specific use-cases.
Parameters that are not of interest for specific use-cases are ignored, hence they are not
included in the particular data objects. By classification Mellor means “grouping
important information based on common properties”. This principle is partially followed
when grouping quality conditions for each parameter involved in data quality analysis.
In (Kleppe et al. 2003), the authors propose to create machine-readable models instead
of the paper-based to reduce time- and effort- consuming activities. They offer to store
machine-readable models in standardized repositories. In the presented approach, a
graphical DSLs editor DIMOD is used to store created diagrams in repository. It should
be noted that a similar approach, i.e. the use of graphical models for data quality analysis
tasks, is also used by one of the leading data quality researchers, Scannapieco
(Scannapieco et al., 2002b), where authors emphasize the lack of modelling languages
intended for data quality [improvement]. The authors point out that the modelling
language suitable for data quality improvement tasks must be formal enough to ensure a
unique and unambiguous interpretation of language structures. In the research, the
authors point to the need for a language that would be simple enough to be used by users
without in-depth knowledge of IT, emphasizing that interaction with the end-user is a
primary challenge for data quality analysis. Unlike authors who have preferred Unified
Modelling Language (UML), which also meets the vision of OMG, the proposed
solution prefers flowchart-like graphical DSL.
While UML charts are the most commonly used modelling technique in MDA
(Kleppe et al., 2003), which is also used by Scannapieco (Scannapieco et al., 2002b),
taking into account that UML diagrams often require specific knowledge and previous
experience, UML is one of the most appropriate choices for engineers, as it allows
exchanging and documenting their ideas (comply with Kleppe et al. (2003)), however,
UML is not suitable for non-IT and non-DQ experts, therefore it can’t be used for the
proposed solution. In addition to traditional UML, i.e. without extensions, it is
considered too superficial and general (Scannapieco et al., 2002b). Because of UML's
shortcomings, in (Haubold et al., 2010) UML is used in combination with DSL, the
combination of which, in the authors' view, gives better results in addressing each
technology's shortcomings (as for DSL - availability was considered as the most
important limitation). However, combining UML with DSL greatly facilitates the
creation of metamodels (Haubold et al., 2010). At the same time, flowcharts are a simple
and intuitive way to express ideas even for non-IT and non-DQ experts, and they are
often included in educational programs for secondary schools (at least in Latvia). As a
result, author supposes flowcharts are easy to create, read and modify for the majority of
users because they have all necessary components for data quality analysis. This makes
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it possible to assume that such charts can be easily designed, edited by non-ITspecialists, and will facilitate the communication between the individuals involved in the
process of analysis of the quality of data. For these reasons, flowchart-like charts were
chosen as the most appropriate option for the proposed solution.
In the light of all the above, a data quality model consisting of graphical models was
established where each chart describes a specific stage of data quality evaluation. All
checks for one business process are combined into packages, while all packages together
form a data quality model. Each chart consists of vertexes and arrows arcs: (a) the
vertexes identified by mnemonic graphic symbols, represent the elemental data quality
management actions, (b) the arcs connect the vertexes, indicating the sequence of actions
to be performed (Nikiforova, 2018a). Other steps can also be included in the charts, such
as preparing error reports that are designed to record data quality problems, i.e. creating
a protocol that records data that do not meet data quality requirements. The resulting
execution protocols are then used to correct the data. Using charts allows users to define
a data object and corresponding data which quality will be analyzed, data quality
requirements that should be met by data to conclude that they are relevant to a specific
task, regardless of their level of knowledge. Describing the requirements in this way
excludes the need to describe the requirements in textual form, which may be interpreted
differently, thereby also facilitating the realization of the third phase of data quality
analysis, i.e. the data quality process, as the possibility of a lack of understanding
between the end-user and the data analyst has been excluded or at least significantly
reduced.
As programming languages and platforms may have significant differences in their
semantics, PIM transformation into PSM takes place manually. Despite there are many
options for automated and semi-automated transformation of PIM into PSM, it is almost
impossible to ensure the correct translation of PIM defined by users into the PSM.
Besides, as it was previously mentioned, the presented solution does not follow MDA in
its traditional understanding. One of the main reasons to choose manual transformation
is the fact, that the manual transformation of models task isn’t effort- and timeconsuming in this case – it is relatively simple task, especially for users with basic
programming skills which will be required at the later stages of quality analysis only
(corresponds with (Lano, 2005), (Miller et al., 2003), (Ostadzadeh et al., 2008), (Pauker
et al., 2016), (Carrol et al., 2006), (Chungoora et al., 2013) etc.).
Next subsections are dedicated to components of the proposed model and possibility
of contextual data quality analysis.

4.2. Data object
A data object is one of the basic concepts of the proposed approach. A set of parameters
that describe a particular real-world object is considered to be a data object. For instance,
(1) university and its characteristics - name, registration number, date of establishment,
address of the website, contact phone, list of faculties and their names, address, etc. - can
be considered as a data object, as well as (2) country and country name, capital, official
language, legislature, area, currency, ISO code, list of border states, etc.. One of the most
common examples of a data object today is the Wikipedia’s info boxes and their content
- data about each unit user is searching for. Similarly, a document with completed field
values, such as a questionnaire, invoice, etc., can serve as an example of a representation
of a data object. They are all joined by the fact that the values of the parameters of the
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data object are displayed without coded values, which is typical of storing data in
databases. It should be noted that the nature of the data object allows to define it as a
result of the process, such as the list of departed routes obtained from the navigator.
The specification for the data object and data quality is based on a use-case, i.e. the
purpose for which a particular data object is used – user needs, desires, etc. This means
that quality analysis only needs fields that describe real objects that are important to the
user and will vary in different cases. As a result, the data object representing one real
object may vary depending on the use-case, both in terms of the number of parameters
that describe it and in terms of structure (Nikiforova, 2018a).
As part of the study, a data quality analysis of more than 30 open datasets was
performed, the results of which are also available in relevant scientific articles
(Nikiforova, 2018a, 2018b, 2019a), (Nikiforova et al., 2019). In this paper attention is
mainly paid to analysis of (a) one specific domain – quality analysis of Latvia's open
health[care] data, (b) the Company Registers of four European countries (Latvia,
Norway, UK, Estonia). When analysing data of company register, it is obvious that the
data object is “Company”. In order to give an insight into the given approach, all phases
of data quality analysis are examined on a specific example, illustrating the appropriate
stage of data quality analysis for the “Companies House UK” dataset. This dataset got
the preference since it allows to describe each concept related to the data object. Every
company is described using 55 parameters.
Due to the nature of the concept of a data object, the number of parameters depends
on the use-case, which corresponds to the principle of abstraction (Mellor et al., 2004).
Different use-cases can be defined for a single data object. For example, the results of
the survey carried out show that at least 19 different usage examples can be defined for
the Company Register. Two very simple and intuitive use-cases were chosen:
1) identify company by its name, registration number and
incorporation date;
2) contact company via mail post using its address and postal code
(Nikiforova, 2018a).
Defining the same use-cases for all analysed company registers allows to compare
the quality of different company registers. Therefore only 5 attributes for the data object
“Company_UK” are necessary to cover the use-cases: “CompanyNumber” – company
registration number, “CompanyName” – company name, “IncorporationDate” –
company incorporation date, “RegAddress_ AddressLine1” – company address,
“RegAddress_PostCode” – company postal code. Other 50 parameters are out of the
scope for this use caseand can be ignored.
In the case of a PIM model, an informal description of the values to be stored (in the
natural language) is defined for each parameter. The description of company is informal
as no rules for attribute values’ syntax are given. The description is non-formal because
no syntax conditions are defined for its attributes.
The description of the stored data can be retrieved in several ways: (a) from
documentation accompanying datasets, if it is provided; (b) from parameters’ names; (c)
by exploring dataset. The first option is time-saving and user-friendly as it does not
require any additional steps, however, documentation is provided very rarely. The
second option is widely spread, as it is a kind of “good practice” and nowadays often
taken into account. For the presented example, the data publishers (Companies House of
UK) provide documentation containing additional information about the published data.
In addition, the names of almost all parameters are self-explaining and do not require
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any additional analysis. However, this is the only such “user-friendly” dataset among
four analysed Company registers.
According to (Kleppe et al., 2003), the PIM model is not related to the end-platform
- it is independent of its specific and detail, and therefore does not include technical
details. As a result, each parameter in a data object has name and an informal description
of the value to be stored in it. Its notation is very simple and the corresponding data
object with its 5 parameters is shown in Figure 4. But as part of this study, for each
dataset, an in-depth analysis of data quality by analysing each attribute was performed.
The extended (but not the full) data object is shown in Figure 5.
Company_UK

Company_UK
CompanyNumber
the unique company number

CompanyName
company name

Company_UK

Company_UK
RegAddress AddressLine1

CompanyNumber
varchar

CompanyName
varchar

RegAddress AddressLine1
varchar

company address

CompanyNumber
the unique company number

CompanyNumber
RegAddress
PostCode

CompanyName

CompanyName

CompanyCategory

RegAddress AddressLine1

company address

RegAddress PostCode

varcharCompanyStatus
company status

RegAddress PostCode

CountryOfOrigin
varchar
company country of origin

company postal code

IncorporationDate
date of incorporation of
company

Fig. 4. PIM of data object
“Company_UK”

varchar

CompanyCategory

company registration country

varchar
company category

RegAddress AddressLine1

RegAddress Country

company postal code
varchar

RegAddress Country

company name

RegAddress PostCode
varchar

IncorporationDate
URI
date - 'DD/MM/YYYY'

enumerable {Private Limited Company,
Private Unlimited Company, Public Lim
Company, Limited Partnership, Private
Unlimited, ...}

CompanyStatus

enumerable {Active, Dissolved,
Liquidation, Receivership, Voluntary
Arrangement, Receiver Manager,
Administrative Received, Administrativ
Order, Proposal To Strike Off, Petition
Restore, ...}

company URI

IncorporationDate
date of incorporation of
company

Fig. 5. PIM of the extended data object
“Company_UK”

The proposed approach provides the possibility of modifying a data object as soon
as the need arises, for example, when the use-case changes. This may be done by any
person involved in the data quality analysis.
Compared to the PIM model, the PSM model must contain technical details.
Descriptions of data objects’ parameters are semi-formal at this stage as rules for
attribute values syntax are provided. The syntax rules for describing the allowable values
for the data object's fields can be formulated at different abstraction levels - from formal
language grammar to definitions of variables in programming languages. In the latter
case, the data object model is closely related to its implementation environment. The
informal rules are replaced by formal rules at this stage, specifying more appropriate
data type for each field depending on the values it stores. This information can be
obtained: (a) from documentation about datasets provided by a data publisher; (b) from
pre-processing, analysing data the most part of parameters contains. It should be noted
that the format of the parameters also depends on the technique that will be used to
replace non-formal descriptions with executable ones. The PSM model (Figure 7) is
obtained from the PIM model depicted in Figure 5 (Figure 6 from Figure 4).
In the PSM model the corresponding data type is indicated for each parameter of the
data object, indicating, if necessary, other characteristics of the parameter values based

CountryOfOrigin
varchar

URI
varchar

IncorporationDate
date - 'DD/MM/YYYY'
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on the data stored in the field (Nikiforova et al., 2020). Originally, the data type for all
fields is a string (varchar). For example, it is specified that the name (“CompanyName”)
is an arbitrary length string, the value format of a date-containing field is
“DD/MM/YYYY”, the business form (“CompanyCategory”) as well as the status
(“CompanyStatus”) is one of the acceptable values.
Company_UK

Company_UK

CompanyNumber
int

CompanyNumber
the unique company number

CompanyName
varchar

CompanyName

RegAddress AddressLine1

company name

varchar

RegAddress AddressLine1

RegAddress PostCode

company address

RegAddress Country

company postal code

varchar

RegAddress PostCode

varchar

CompanyCategory
IN('Private Limited Company', 'Private
Unlimited Company', 'Public Limited
Company', 'Private Unlimited', ..., 'Old
Public Company', 'Community Interest
Company', 'Community Interest Public
Limited Company', 'Limited Liability
Partnerships')

CompanyStatus

Company_UK
CompanyNumber
int

CompanyName

IN('Active', 'Dissolved', 'Liquidation',
'Receivership', 'Converted/Closed', ...,
'Transformed To SE', 'Proposed SE',
'Converted To PLC', 'Transferred From
GB', 'Proposed Transfer','Voluntary
Arrangement', 'Receiver Manager',
'Administrative Receiver', 'Administrative
Order', 'Proposal to Strike Off', 'Petition To
Restore')

varchar

CountryOfOrigin

RegAddress AddressLine1
RegAddress PostCode
IncorporationDate
date - 'DD/MM/YYYY'

Fig. 6. PSM of data object
“Company_UK”

CompanyCategory
company category

CompanyStatus
company status

CountryOfOrigin
company country of origin

URI
company URI

IncorporationDate
date of incorporation of
company

PreviousName

varchar

varchar

varchar

RegAddress Country
company registration country

URI
varchar

IncorporationDate
date - 'DD/MM/YYYY'

Fig. 7. PSM of the extended data
object “Company_UK”

Change_Of_Name_Date
date of change of company
name

Company_Name_Previous
previous company name

Fig. 8. Data object class
“Company_UK”

Another concept that is required under a given solution is a “data object class”. A
collection of data objects of the same structure forms a data object class. The data
objects class consists of several specific data objects, called instances, which are
described by fields of arbitrary number and other data objects’ classes. Each particular
data object can have one to all parameter’s values. It means the data object’s class has a
tree structure. In the above described particular example, Companies House collects not
only current companies’ names but also up to ten previous names. Two parameters
describe previous name of company: the name itself “Company_Name_Previous” and
the date when the name was changed “Change_of_Name_Date”. Hence, the data object
class “Company_UK” has 11 parameters, and the data object “PreviousName” has two
parameters (Figure 8).
Data object class allows defining quality requirements for the data collection
(Nikiforova, 2018a). It also allows to specify when quality is considered as high or low
by introducing a threshold which cannot be exceeded. For instance, if the total error rate
of quality problems of the data class “Company_UK” is lower than 5%, the dataset is
considered to be of high quality, however, otherwise quality should be improved
immediately. The total rank is calculated by relating the number of records having
quality problems to the total number of records (corresponds with (Batini et al., 2016)).
It also means that every user can introduce his own threshold that also goes in line with
idea of the proposed solution.
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4.3. Data quality specification
The second phase of data quality analysis is the definition of the quality specification for
the data object defined in the previous step. A data quality specification for a specific
data object consists of conditions that must be satisfied in order to consider the data
object as of high quality (Nikiforova, 2019a). Data quality control of data object
parameter values is reduced to the individual value check.
The data quality specification is retrieved from the data stored in specific fields or
from the description of dataset. Usually data quality requirements may be: (a) retrieved
from the data stored in specific fields or from the description of dataset, if the data
provider provides it; (b) specified during pre-processing of the dataset or the subset; (c)
since the quality of the data depends on the data user and the use-case, the requirements
are defined by the user, i.e. they are based on the user's claims against specific dataset
and data object. The first two options are only assistive, while the requirements are
mainly defined by the user depending on the defined use-case. In the case of the
Company House UK, it is partly retrieved from the documentation of data providers
from which information on data, length, permissible values, etc. supplementing it with
requirements which were formulated by users in accordance with their viewpoint. Some
data quality requirements may be defined regardless of the use-case that meets objective
requirements (Price et al., 2005). For instance, in the example of Company register, it is
obvious that “RegistrationNumber” must have value that conforms to some pattern or
corresponds to some specific format.
In the case of a PIM model, quality requirements are defined informally, for
example by formulating them in a natural language or as formalised descriptions that are
independent of implementation. They must be understandable to users who may not have
in-depth knowledge of IT. The aim of this phase is to express clearly and
comprehensively the requirements of the end-user that will be applied to the defined data
object in the future. The quality requirements defined for each parameter are grouped
together in accordance with the Mellor “classification” principle (Mellor et al., 2004).
The PIM of data quality specification for the extended data object “Company_UK” is
shown in the Figure 9, describing each condition in a natural language.
The 1st – 4th and 10th boxes represent quality requirements for the data object
depicted in Figure 6. Figure 9 demonstrates that, when checking the fulfilment of quality
conditions for each parameter, error reports are prepared that contain values of the
parameters do not comply with the required requirement. Error messages are recorded in
the protocol for further processing at the data quality improvement stage. Regardless of
the result of the prior verification, i.e. data compliance or non-compliance with the data
quality conditions, a switch to the next parameter check until the last check is completed.
The next step is the transformation of the PIM model into the PSM. In the case of
PSM, data quality requirements are replaced by formal requirements defined using
logical expressions. The chart structure remains unchanged, changing only the quality
requirement definitions by replacing informal ones with logical expressions. The names
of the parameters of the data object serve as the operands of logical expressions, while
both traditional programming languages - logical expression operations and data qualityspecific operations can be used for operations. Logical expressions are both sufficiently
expressive and easily understandable at the same time, which increases the possibility of
users (without in-depth knowledge of IT and data quality) involvement in the process.
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Assess Field "CompanyNumber"
check value exists and format

SendMessage

NO

Assess Field "CompanyCategory"

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

check value exists and format

OK

OK

Assess Field "CompanyName"

SendMessage

NO

check value exists and format

Assess Field "CompanyStatus"
check value exists and format

OK

OK

Assess Field "RegAddress
AddressLine1"

SendMessage

NO

Assess Field "CountryOfOrigin"
check value exists and format

check value exists and format

OK

OK
Assess Field "RegAddress
PostCode"

Assess Field "URI"
SendMessage

NO

check value exists and format

check value exists and format

OK

OK

Assess Field "IncorporationDate"

Assess Field "RegAddress
Country"

SendMessage

NO

check value exists and date format

SendMessage

NO

OK

check value exists and format

OK

Fig. 9. PIM of data quality requirements specification

The nature of the logical expressions depends mainly on the PSM model of the data
object and the quality specification PSM model defined in the previous stage. In the case
of the Company House UK: (a) does the format of parameter “IncorporationDate”
correspond to the defined? (b) is the value of the parameter “CompanyCategory”
included into the list of allowable values? (c) does “URI” meet the pattern, in accordance
with which every “URI” should start with a certain string while the second part should
contain company’s name taken from the first parameter (“CompanyNumber”)? (see
Figure 10).
Likewise to previous studies ((Nikiforova, 2018a, 2019a), (Nikiforova et al., 2019)),
the most commonly used data quality requirements are: (1) existence of values, (2)
relevance to specified type of data, (3) format of stored values (for example, length of
the stored value), (4) conformity to a specific pattern, (5) relevance to the list of
enumerable values, (6) validity of value (for example, trustful date) and other conditions
that follow from the dataset and type of data that can be stored in the specific field.
These requirements correspond mainly to declarative or objective requirements.

Assess Field "CompanyNumber"
checkValueExists(CompanyNumber)
checkValueDigits(8)

NO

SendMessage
Assess Field "CompanyStatus"
checkvalueExists(CompanyStatus)
checkValueEnum(Set-2, CompanyStatus)

OK
Assess Field "CompanyName"

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

checkValueExists(CompanyName)

Assess Field "CountryOfOrigin"

OK
Assess Field "RegAddress AddressLine1"
checkValueExists(RegAddress AddressLine1)
checkValueMaxLength(100)

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

OK
checkValueExists(CountryOfOrigin)
checkValueMinLength(2)

OK

OK

Assess Field "URI"

Assess Field "RegAddress AddressPostCode"
checkvalueExists(RegAddress AddressPostCode)
checkValueMaxLength(14)

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

checkValueExists(URI)
checkValueURI(URI,
'http://business.data.gov.uk.id/company/$CompanyName')

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

OK

OK
Assess Field "RegAddressCountry"
checkvalueExists(RegAddressCountry)
checkValueMinLength(2)

Assess Field "IncorporationDate"
checkValueExists(IncorporationDate)
checkValueDate(IncorporationDate, "DD/MM/YYYY")

OK

OK

Assess Field "CompanyCategory"
checkValueExists(CompanyCategory)
checkValueEnum(Set-1, CompanyCategory)

OK

Fig. 10. PSM of data quality requirements specification
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Data quality specification for the data object is described in a pseudocode written in the
elements of the chart (Nikiforova et al., 2020). Despite the fact that pseudocode
sometimes is related to PIM (for instance, in (Ruiz, 2018)), this time it can be considered
as PSM since the pseudocode is closely related to the art of its implementation, for
example, in programming language C# (conforms to ((Coutinho et al., 2012), (Kessler et
al., 2010), (Shi et al., 2015) etc.).These requirements correspond mainly to syntactical
checks, while contextual checks involving additional data objects are addressed in
subsection 4.6.

4.4. Data quality evaluation process
Data quality evaluation process starts with description of activities that are necessary to
be taken to select data object values from the data source. First, data objects’ values are
read from the data source and written into database. The complexity of this step depends
on the data format, since the loading of structured data into the database usually does not
cause any problems due to the similarity of their structure to the database table, while the
selection and reading of semi-structured data may require additional actions that tend to
depend on the structure of the document, for instance, data hierarchies, according to
which, in some cases, a separate table should be provided for each level of hierarchy,
linking them to each other through primary and foreign keys, as well as other features
that depend on the data provider, such as incorrect selection of values and parameter
separators (Nikiforova, 2018a). Then, one or more steps should be taken assessing data
quality of the selected values, i.e. steps that should be taken when checking the data
object's compliance with the data quality requirements defined. Data quality checks
process data object classes. Data object instances are selected from the data source and
recorded in the collection. All instances are cyclically processed, for each individual
instance examining the fulfilment of the quality requirements, likewise in the case of
processing an individual data object. The result of this process is the data quality
problems identified for each individual instance. Therefore, if particular values don’t
meet defined data quality requirements, an appropriate message is sent (Figure 11). Nonempty “SendMessage” values form data quality problems’ protocol that is saved in
database for further processing. It can be used for improving data quality of particular
dataset by triggering changes in the data source.
A PSM model of data quality is executable. The executability of the specification of
data quality requirements allows the inclusion of quality requirements checks at different
stages of data processing. This resolves data quality checking problems in situations
where data are accumulated gradually, allowing a sequence of data entering a database to
be different from that of entering “real world” or registering them. The data object class
or the data object defined at the first stage is used as an input for quality evaluation
process. Then, when data are read from data source and stored into a database, instances
of the accumulated collection are inspected by verifying quality conditions, replacing
quality conditions that were defined at the previous step by executable, for instance,
SQL statements.
Figure 11 demonstrates the PSM of data quality evaluation process for the data
object “Company_UK”. The first element represents data reading and recording into a
database for an operation followed by a parameter value quality check, automatically
executing SQL queries.
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Read data from data sources and write into DB "reg_UK"

Check Field "CompanyNumber"
SELECT * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [ CompanyNumber] LIKE
'' OR LEN([ CompanyNumber]) <> 8

NO

SendMessage
Check Field "CompanyStatus"

OK
Check Field "CompanyName"

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

SELECT * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [CompanyName] LIKE ''

OK
Check Field "RegAddress AddressLine1"
SELECT * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [RegAddress
AddressLine1] LIKE '' OR LEN([RegAddress AddressLine1])>100

OK

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

OK

Check Field "RegAddress PostCode"
select * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [RegAddress PostCode]
LIKE '' OR LEN([RegAddress PostCode])>14

SELECT * FROM [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE CompanyStatus IS
NULL OR (CompanyStatus IS NOT NULL AND
CompanyStatus NOT IN('Active', 'Dissolved', 'Liquidation',
'Receivership', 'Converted/Closed', ..., 'Transformed To SE',
'Proposed SE', 'Converted To PLC', 'Transferred From GB',
'Proposed Transfer','Voluntary Arrangement', 'Receiver
Manager', 'Administrative Receiver', 'Administrative Order',
'Proposal to Strike Off', 'Petition To Restore'))

NO

SendMessage
Check Field "CountryOfOrigin"
SELECT * FROM [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE CountryOfOrigin IS
NULL OR LEN(CountryOfOrigin) < 2

OK
Check Field "RegAddressCountry"

OK
NO

SendMessage
Check Field "URI"

SELECT * FROM [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE RegAddressCountry IS
NULL OR LEN(RegAddressCountry) < 2

select * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [URI] LIKE '' OR [URI]
NOT LIKE 'http://business.data.gov.uk/id/company/'+[
CompanyNumber]

OK
Check Field "CompanyCategory"
SELECT * FROM [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE CompanyCategory IS
NULL OR (CompanyCategory IS NOT NULL AND
CompanyCategory NOT IN('Private Limited Company', 'Private
Unlimited Company', 'Public Limited Company', 'Private
Unlimited', ..., 'Old Public Company', 'Limited Partnership',
'Converted/Closed', 'Other company type', 'Community Interest
Company', 'Community Interest Public Limited Company', 'Limited
Liability Partnerships'))

OK
Check Field "IncorporationDate"
NO

SendMessage

select * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [IncorporationDate]
LIKE '' OR ISDATE([IncorporationDate]) =0

OK

OK

Fig. 11. PSM of data quality evaluation for data object “Company_UK”

SQL query design is close to the nature of data and data quality because the SQL
query SELECT operator is suitable for data reading, while the WHERE condition is used
to define data quality requirements by grouping the quality requirements defined for one
parameter using OR operator. This option is also recognised by respondents as the most
suitable for the given task, since the absolute majority of participants have preferred
SQL language when defining executable requirements for the defined data object.
Nature of an executable artefact that replaces informal conditions depends on the
person involved at this stage, his or her knowledge and experience since these conditions
should be syntactically correct. This stage requires involvement of person with
knowledge in IT area. It means, executable texts can be represented not only using SQL
statements, they can be replaced by some programming language, for instance, C#. The
implementation of this type of data quality requirement is close enough to data
processing in relational databases, and the given model is platform independent because
it is closely related to the execution environment. The main difference between the
language describing the data quality evaluation process for a specific data object and the
language describing the data quality requirements are data read from a data source or
multiple sources and their record in the database. Considering the variety of data quality
checks, depending on the use-case defined by the end-user, DSL has been defined in
accordance with this principle, i.e. each time a data quality analysis is carried out,
appropriate data quality checks are defined in accordance with a specific use-case. This
phase is the first phase of data quality analysis, which could require the involvement of
IT-experts.
Since the abovementioned mainly corresponds with syntactical control by checking
the values of data objects within a single data object, i.e. the relevance of input data to
their syntax, the need to extend the approach by providing the possibility of semantic or
contextual verification within multiple data objects was identified. The description of the
extension of the approach is described in section 4.6.
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The last step is the execution of the PSM model. According to (Nikiforova et al.,
2020), it can be implemented in several ways, two of which are: (a) the specification of
quality requirements as programming work that allows precise formulation but is
implemented with traditional programming methods; (b) a more general implementation
option is an interpreter or compiler that would be able to execute the quality checks
stored in the repository. The first option is usually found in IS where input data is
entered by screen forms. The advantage of the proposed quality requirement
specification is that it is possible, if necessary, to change the programme code according
to the specification by separating the requirements specification from the source code. In
object-oriented programming, it is possible to create a quality requirement check as a
separate method that is applicable to a particular data object. Even though the second
option is more complicated, the preference was given to it. For this purpose, the DIMOD
tool was used as part of this solution. It shall ensure the creation of repositories during
quality requirement modelling, allowing for changes in the models, without touching the
programmes. A compiler is called for data quality checking, selecting the syntax used for
quality requirements corresponding to a specific data quality analysis, C# or SQL, which
is determined by the user involved in the process, based on his knowledge and skills in
each technology. A data object is then transferred to the compiler and a description of
the quality requirements is called from the repository. The compiler structure is based on
linked lists where additional information can be recorded for each array element, i.e. a
reference to the associated list is stored. A chart that is defined in the DIMOD tool is
converted to a graph by passing on which it is converted to an executable code.
According to the abovementioned, the stage of the data quality checking process can
suppose the involvement of IT-specialists, which is caused by one of the main
limitations - correctness of the formal executable texts defined in the chart of all data
quality checks, as the DIMOD tool and compiler do not perform checks on the validity
of inputted text, i.e. this must be ensured by “smart users” (Bicevskis et al., 2018a).
A brief description of the proposed approach implementation is given in the next
subsection.

4.5. Implementation
According to abovementioned and (Nikiforova et al., 2020), the presented data objectdriven approach uses graphical DSLs for defining data quality models. Every component
of data quality model – data object, data quality requirements, data quality evaluation or
assessment process - are described using its own graphical DSL.
Since it is highly recommended to not use one specific graphical editor that supports
only one DSL since it can become very complex, a tool-building platform DIMOD was
used in this study, which allows to define many different DSL with different data-object
structures. DIMOD is a derivative of the graphical tool building platform GrTp,
developed in LUMII (Barzdins et al., 2007). It should be noted that the GrTp solution
from which the used DIMOD tool was derived is also based on MDA principles. In
scope of the research, a three-language family was created through DIMOD, the
definition and representation of which is provided by it. Each DSL language has its own
structure that corresponds to the examples viewed in the previous subsections. Due to its
DSL configuration capabilities (Sprogis et al., 2013), when a DSL metamodel is entered
to the repository, DIMOD converts it to a graphical editor, which, when interprets the
DSL metamodel, offers all the capabilities needed for a graphical editor - drawing
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graphical charts, editing them, creating tree structure models, and other actions. The
advantage of the solution is that models are automatically saved as tools defining
metamodel instances that is achieved by the Configurator tool. It is a DSML tool that
allows to specify tools at a higher level of abstraction compared to UML class charts.
For interpretation of specifications, or processing with a universal interpreter, the
corresponding specifications are automatically transformed into a universal metamodel.
As a result, the users, or developers, do not need to be familiar with the tool definition
meta-models, its default values, or to make sure the created models are correct. This
significantly reduces the development time of the tool definition metamodel instance,
eliminating the possibility of building an interpretation that is not appropriate for the
interpreter.
According to (Kleppe, 2008), the central component of the DSL definition is abstract
syntax, which plays a primary role in the language specification. It defines language
concepts and their relationship, including limitations on model creation. The definition of
abstract syntax was performed by means of a metamodeling technique which according to
(Akehurst et al., 2002) is considered to be a better form of normalization of [graphical
projects], which guarantees the integrity of the data in the model through formal
techniques, reducing and even eliminating redundancy and the possibility of various types
of anomalies. Metamodels are sufficiently expressive and easy to understand, particularly
when compared to textured syntaxis, beforehand the use of graphic grammar. For this
reason, metamodels are preferred, when complex relationships between language
concepts take place that cannot be simply described through textual syntax. In addition,
metamodeling allows to combine different constraints that would be stored separately in
case of context-free grammar (Selic, 2009). In general, the use of metamodels
significantly simplify the definition of a language, allowing, for instance, (a) a graphical
representation of each element, (b) depicting “from” and “to” relationships using arrows,
etc., that in the case of text-based syntax, would be difficult to explain since many
additional steps need to be taken to define each element (retaining the link to its shape,
colour, etc.). In this case, these elements are defined in a more convenient and easy-toreplicate way.
Creating a metamodel is one of the most difficult steps that requires appropriate
modelling knowledge. When the configured graphical editor is prepared, it can be
published in WEB for its further use, therefore users can take advantage of the
opportunities provided without thinking about creating metamodels, spending their time
on creating of appropriate graphical charts only, the structure of which is intuitive and
close to the nature of data and data quality. This means that once an editor is configured,
it becomes reusable. It should be noted that not only graphic editors can be published
online, but also charts already created that allow end-users to explore pre-created charts
before they form their own charts. Providing this option can serve as a kind of guide for
end-users.

4.6. Contextual data quality analysis
In practice, it is often not enough to check data quality within a single data object,
requiring contextual data quality analysis within multiple data objects. Contextual or
semantic control is characterised by verifying that a data object is appropriately related
to other data objects or is compatible with other values of data objects already entered in
the data source, determining whether the data is inconsistent. The nature of semantic
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control requires repeated semantic control each time once the values of interrelated data
object attributes changes.
Traditionally, a semantic or contextual check is carried out in two steps: (1) find the
corresponding entry in an “external” dataset; (2) validation of the fields’ record of an
initial dataset against a found record (Scannapieco et al., 2005). In (Batini et al., 2016) the
first step is called “record identification”, while the second is “decision strategy”. This
means that all matching records in both datasets are initially found, linking datasets to
specific parameters, followed by a cross-compliance check for the values of each
matching pair. In this case, all relevant parameter values of the primary data object form a
subset of all values of the corresponding parameter of the secondary data object. The two
sets may fully overlap, but the matching parameter set of the primary data object must not
contain elements that are not available in the secondary data object. Of course, this means
that checking the values of a particular parameter requires high quality and completeness
of a secondary data object. (Batini et al., 2016) recommends making a decision at the
“decision strategy” stage or, if the values coincide, it is possible to claim that both values
represent the same real-world object. In other studies, value matching is enough to admit
that equal values point to the same object. Taking into account the objective of the
proposed approach - to customize quality analysis to the end-user as much as possible, in
this case, the user shall decide whether value matching is sufficient, or at the same time
other conditions must be fulfilled, for example by comparing the values of other
parameters.
According to (Nikiforova and Bicevskis, 2019), the need for a contextual data quality
check is observed in the case of the Companies House UK, which requires a contextual
check of the values of [CountryOfOrigin] and [RegAddress Country] containing countries
names (Nikiforova et al., 2019). The analysis of data quality within a single data object
does not allow for an unambiguous decision on the quality of the values in question,
resulting in only potentially poor records and values. In order to take a decision on their
quality, it is necessary to compare values to countries names that meet the standards, i.e.
data objects where existing data must be of high quality. For this purpose, a “Country”
data object whose parameters ISO, ISO2, ISO3, UNI, UNDP meeting a certain standard of
national names (FAO, 2019) was created.
The involvement of additional data objects requires the division of “data object”
concept into primary and secondary data objects. The primary data object is
considered to be a data object whose quality is analysed, which is the central object of
data quality analysis. A data object is considered to be a secondary data object if it
forms the context of an analysed or primary data object.
Both primary and secondary data objects are defined by the end-user, whereby all the
principles and characteristics of the primary data object are also applicable to the
secondary data object. The number of secondary data objects involved in the data quality
analysis depends on the nature and the use-case defined by end-user. Similarly, their
number is determined by the nature of the primary data object and their parameters - how
many secondary objects can be defined and linked to parameters etc. if any. The primary
data object is typically one - the central object of the data quality analysis, the quality of
which is of interest to the end-user, which may be associated with an unlimited but final
number of secondary data objects (Nikiforova and Bicevskis 2019).
A secondary data object may consist of (a) another dataset independent from the
primary data object, (b) a data object retrieved from the primary data object that may be
used to validate the permissible values. The second option is intended to simplify the
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corresponding data quality requirement by excluding the possibility of including all
allowable values in the SQL query, significantly expanding it. The definition of a
secondary object filled with all allowable values also ensures their re-use in other data
quality analyses.
As for the example examined, as in the case of one data object, a number of different
data quality requirements may be defined for the analysis of the primary data object
against the secondary data object, for example:
1)

the country name of the register must comply with at least one country name
from the standard. This makes it possible to make sure that the existing
values of the Companies House UK are valid - compatible with the real
world;
2) all existing countries names in the register must meet the same standard
within the same dataset. This allows to make sure that the data of
parameters specified in the dataset are homogenous. Two options are also
available, depending on the end-user:
2.1) conforms to one of the generally accepted standards;
2.2) comply with a generally accepted standard specified by the
user.
A contextual data quality test was performed in line with requirements 1 and 2.1,
although the concept of data quality in its traditional sense does not comply with option 1,
i.e. a value validity check.
The given quality contextual check requires modifications to the charts available in
the preceding sub-sections according to the given task, following classical contextual data
quality evaluation principles (Scannapieco et al., 2005). In the phase of a data object
definition, when checking the quality of an analysed dataset against another dataset, a
secondary data object(-s) is defined in addition to the primary data object. The example
provided contains only one secondary data object, but (Nikiforova, 2019) shows a
primary analysis of the quality of the data object against 3 secondary data objects. In
terms of graphical representation, the secondary object definition corresponds to the
primary data object, assigning a different colour to the secondary data object. The
relationship between the primary and secondary data object(-s) is represented by arrows.
The relationship between multiple data objects, indicating which parameter of a
secondary data object is associated with a particular parameter of the primary data object
is demonstrated. A more detailed relationship between data object parameters is defined
by the quality requirements in the next phase, i.e. the definition of the data quality
specification, which defines the requirements against the quality of fields in a primary
data object in the context of a secondary data object.
All the conditions defined in the following steps focus mainly on the primary data
object: the proposed solution does not analyse the quality of the secondary data object, as
it is a supplementary for analysis of the data quality of the primary data object.
Considering the importance of the data quality of a secondary data object for the analysis
of a primary data object, it is intended that its quality was checked in advance, defined as
a primary data object, or considered to be of sufficient quality.
Figure 12 defines the primary data object “Company_UK” and the secondary data
object “Country”. The corresponding parameters of the primary data object [RegAddress
Country] and [CountryOfOrigin] are linked by arrows to the relevant parameters of the
secondary data object “Country”. According to the pre-defined first use-case, the primary
parameter value must correspond to at least one of the parameter values of the secondary
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data object. Both parameters of the analysed primary data object are associated with each
parameter of the secondary data object. Depending on the use-case, each parameter in the
primary data object could be associated with different parameters of the secondary data
object, or none of them.
Company_UK
CompanyNumber
int

CompanyName
varchar

RegAddress AddressLine1
varchar

RegAddress PostCode
varchar

RegAddress Country
varchar

Country
CompanyCategory

IN('Private Limited Company', 'Private
Unlimited Company', 'Public Limited
Company', 'Private Unlimited', ..., 'Old
Public Company', 'Community Interest
Company', 'Community Interest Public
Limited Company', 'Limited Liability
Partnerships')

CompanyStatus
IN('Active', 'Dissolved', 'Liquidation',
'Receivership', 'Converted/Closed', ...,
'Transformed To SE', 'Proposed SE',
'Converted To PLC', 'Transferred From
GB', 'Proposed Transfer','Voluntary
Arrangement', 'Receiver Manager',
'Administrative Receiver', 'Administrative
Order', 'Proposal to Strike Off', 'Petition To
Restore')

ShortName
varchar

OfficialName
varchar

ISO2
varchar

ISO3
varchar

UNDP
varchar

CountryOfOrigin
varchar

URI
varchar

IncorporationDate
date - 'DD/MM/YYYY'

Fig. 12. Data object “Company_UK”

In the case of the second use-case, the value of the parameter of the primary data object
must correspond to a generally accepted standard established by the users, each parameter
of the primary data object would be associated with one parameter of the secondary data
object. It should be noted that when a use-case changes, the corresponding chart could be
adapted to it at any stage of the analysis. When a data quality analysis should be done
based on a number of different use-cases, charts can be re-used without requiring the user
to re-define it since when it is created for the first time, it was stored for its further use.
As for a data quality requirement specification chart in case of contextual verification,
the chart described in section 4.3 is supplemented with data quality requirements for
checking the relevant parameters of the primary data object against the parameters of
secondary data objects. The nature of the requirements corresponds to the requirements
for the quality analysis of single data object. When defining the quality requirements for
the parameter values of the primary data object in the context of the secondary data
object(-s), some data quality requirements within one data object may not only be
supplemented but also replaced by others. For example, in the case of the parameters
analysed, pre-defined requirements “CheckVailueExists” and “CheckValueMinLength
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(2)” are replaced by checks against the values of the parameters of the secondary data
object, so the initial checks become redundant, there is no need to verify the existence and
length of a value because the correctness of values against values of the secondary data
object are checked (see Figure 13).
Assess Field "CompanyNumber"

NO

SendMessage

checkValueExists(CompanyNumber)
checkValueDigits(8)

OK
NO

Assess Field "CompanyName"

SendMessage

checkValueExists(CompanyName)

OK
NO

Assess Field "RegAddress AddressLine1"

SendMessage

checkValueExists(RegAddress AddressLine1)

OK
NO

Assess Field "RegAddress AddressPostCode"

SendMessage

checkvalueExists(RegAddress AddressPostCode)

OK
Assess Field "RegAddressCountry"
checkRegAddressCountry(Country, 'Country.ShortName = RegAddressCountry')
checkRegAddressCountry(Country, 'Country.OfficialName=RegAddressCountry')
checkRegAddressCountry(Country, 'Country.ISO2 = RegAddressCountry')
checkRegAddressCountry(Country, 'Country.ISO3 = RegAddressCountry')
checkRegAddressCountry(Country, 'Country.UNDP = RegAddressCountry')

NO

SendMessage

OK
Assess Field "(CompanyCategory)"

SendMessage

NO

checkValueExists(CompanyCategory)
checkValueEnum(Set-1, CompanyCategory)

OK
Assess Field "(CompanyStatus)"

SendMessage

NO

checkValueExists(CompanyStatus)
checkValueEnum(Set-2, CompanyStatus)

OK
Assess Field "CountryOfOrigin"
checkCountryOfOriginName(Country, 'Country.ShortName = CountryOfOrigin')
checkCountryOfOriginName(Country, 'Country.OfficialName=CountryOfOrigin')
checkCountryOfOriginName(Country, 'Country.ISO2 = CountryOfOrigin')
checkCountryOfOriginName(Country, 'Country.ISO3 = CountryOfOrigin')
checkCountryOfOriginName(Country, 'Country.UNDP = CountryOfOrigin')

NO

SendMessage

OK
Assess Field "URI"
checkValueExists(URI)
checkValueURI(URI, 'http://business.data.gov.uk.id/company/$CompanyName')

NO

SendMessage

OK
Assess Field "IncorporationDate"
checkValueExists(IncorporationDate)
checkValueDate(IncorporationDate, "DD/MM/YYYY")

SendMessage

NO

OK

Fig. 13. Data quality specification for data object “Company_UK”

Read data from data sources and write into DB "reg_UK";
Read data from data sources and write into DB "country";

Assess Field "CompanyNumber"
SELECT * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [ CompanyNumber] LIKE
'' OR LEN([ CompanyNumber]) <> 8
OK

NO

Assess Field "CompanyName"
SELECT * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [CompanyName] LIKE ''
OK
Assess Field "RegAddress AddressLine1"
SELECT * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [RegAddress
AddressLine1] LIKE '' OR LEN([RegAddress AddressLine1])>300
OK
Assess Field "RegAddress PostCode"
select * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [RegAddress PostCode]
LIKE '' OR LEN([RegAddress PostCode])>14

NO

SendMessage

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

NO

SendMessage

OK
Assess Field "RegAddressCountry"
SELECT * FROM [dbo].[reg_UK] LEFT JOIN [dbo].[countries] ON
[dbo].[reg_UK].[RegAddress Country] = [dbo].[countries].[Short
name] OR [dbo].[reg_UK].[RegAddressCountry] =
[dbo].[countries].[ISO3] OR dbo].[reg_UK].[RegAddress Country] =
[dbo].[countries].[Official name] OR
[dbo].[reg_UK].[RegAddressCountry] = [dbo].[countries].[ISO2] OR
[dbo].[reg_UK].[RegAddressCountry] = [dbo].[countries].[UNDP]
WHERE [dbo].[reg_UK].[RegAddress Country] NOT LIKE '' AND
([dbo].[countries].[Short name] IS NULL AND
[dbo].[countries].[ISO3] IS NULL AND [dbo].[countries].[Official
name] IS NULL AND [dbo].[countries].[ISO2] IS NULL AND
[dbo].[countries].[UNDP] IS NULL)
OK
Assess Field "CompanyCategory"
SELECT * FROM [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE CompanyCategory IS
NULL OR (CompanyCategory IS NOT NULL AND
CompanyCategory NOT LIKE 'Private Limited Company' AND
CompanyCategory NOT LIKE 'Private Unlimited Company' AND
CompanyCategory NOT LIKE 'Public Limited Company' AND
CompanyCategory NOT LIKE 'Limited Partnership' AND ... AND
CompanyCategory NOT LIKE 'Private Unimited')

NO

SendMessage

Assess Field "CompanyStatus"
SELECT * FROM [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE CompanyStatus IS
NULL OR (CompanyStatus IS NOT NULL AND CompanyStatus
NOT LIKE 'Active' AND CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Dissolved'
AND CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Liquidation' AND
CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Receivership' AND ... AND
CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Voluntary Arrangement' AND
CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Receiver Manager' AND
CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Administrative Receiver' AND
CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Administrative Order' AND
CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Proposal to Strike Off' AND
CompanyStatus NOT LIKE 'Petition To Restore')

NO

SendMessage

OK
Assess Field "CountryOfOrigin"
SELECT * from [dbo].[reg_UK] LEFT JOIN [dbo].[country] ON
[dbo].[reg_UK].[CountryOfOrigin=[dbo].[country].[Short name] OR
[dbo].[reg_UK].[CountryOfOrigin=[dbo].[country].[ISO3] OR
[dbo].[reg_UK].[CountryOfOrigin]=[dbo].[country].[Official name]
OR [dbo].[reg_UK].[CountryOfOrigin]=[dbo].[country].[ISO2] OR
[dbo].[reg_UK].[CountryOfOrigin]=[dbo].[country].[UNDP]
WHERE [dbo].[reg_UK].[CountryOfOrigin] LIKE '' OR
([dbo].[country].[Short name] IS NULL AND [dbo].[country].[ISO3]
IS NULL AND [dbo].[Official name] IS NULL AND
[dbo].[country].[ISO2] IS NULL AND [dbo].[country].[UNDP] IS
NULL)
OK
Assess Field "URI"
select * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [URI] LIKE '' OR [URI]
NOT LIKE 'http://business.data.gov.uk/id/company/'+[
CompanyNumber]

NO

NO

SendMessage

SendMessage

OK

NO

SendMessage

Assess Field "IncorporationDate"
select * from [dbo].[reg_UK] WHERE [IncorporationDate] LIKE ''
OR ISDATE([IncorporationDate]) =0

NO

OK
OK

Fig. 14. Data quality evaluation for data object “Company_UK”
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At the data quality evaluation stage, data quality requirements defined by logical
expressions are replaced by executable data quality requirements (Figure 14). The
corresponding changes to the chart are: (1) data reading operation from a secondary data
source is added, (2) data quality check for the relevant parameters are defined.
Thus, the proposed model has been extended to contextual data quality control by
checking the data quality of the primary data object against an unlimited number of
secondary data objects. This allows a deeper analysis of data quality by investing less
resources in it.
Contextual analysis was performed for 18 datasets. Contextual data quality problems
were identified in 17 of them (94.4%), without identifying quality problems in the 18th
dataset, however only after matching data samples for their future analysis, which can be
also considered to be a data quality problem. In terms of the number of parameters,
contextual analysis was performed for 61 parameters, with at least some data quality
problems identified in the 83.6% parameters. Since the identified problems were not
identified as a result of data quality analyses within a single data object, only through
individual checks, identifying potential problems, failing to make a decision on their noncompliance with the real world, there is a reason to argue that the possibility of contextual
checks makes it possible to significantly improve data quality results by providing an
opportunity for deeper and more comprehensive analysis of data quality. The detail and
the nature of the problems identified are discussed in (Nikiforova and Bicevskis, 2019).

4.7. Summary
The proposed data object-driven approach to data quality evaluation vitally differs from
the existing ones. Its idea is not presented in other works, as demonstrated by the
analysis of existing solutions as well as by Batini, the world's leading researcher, author
of a deep study of the data quality problem and an overview of existing methodologies,
published in a number of books and scientific articles (Batini et al., 2006, 2009, 2016).
At the same time, it should be noted that the proposed solution is simple and even
intuitive, because it is close to the nature of data and data quality.
The proposed solution is an “external” mechanism that allows data quality analysis to
be carried out by data users without knowing how data was accrued and processed with
data providers. This means that it: (a) can be applied to “third party” data - both “closed”
and “open” data; (b) is intended for both data providers and data users. It should be noted
that the approach is intended to analyse the quality of both structured and semi-structured
data.
Considering the simplicity of basic concepts of the proposed approach, their
unambiguous and clear definition, the use of graphical DSL and the involvement of two
models, it is possible to assume that the approach is appropriate for users without in-depth
knowledge of IT and data quality, since the involvement of IT-specialists can only be
needed at the final stages, by replacing informal descriptions with executable ones. The
proposed approach supports and even facilitates users’ cooperation, allowing a number of
individuals to be involved at any stage, if necessary. In addition, any type of change may
be initiated as soon as it becomes necessary, i.e. at any stage of data quality analysis.
Therefore, the “flexibility” of the solution has been achieved.
The definition of data object and data quality specifications are fully dependent on the
particular data user and his/ her use-case, which ensures that the data quality analysis is
accurate in line with the expectations and needs of the data user.
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It should be noted that the potential of the proposed solution is not limited to the
quality analysis of the individual datasets, since (Bicevskis et al., 2019b) describes the
data quality runtime verification that is based on the proposed data quality model. This
allows to verify the quality of the data in almost real time by performing a data quality
analysis during the execution of the business process. This means that it is possible to
verify that a particular process did not damage the data in the system, but if any data
quality requirements were violated during the execution of a business process, this
business process is identified in the same way as non-qualitative data as in the case of a
quality analysis of the dataset. This makes it possible to ensure continuous analysis of
data quality.
In addition (Nikiforova and Bicevskis, 2020) demonstrated the potential of the
proposed data quality model by using it as a test model for data quality model-based
testing (DQMBT).
Moreover, (Bicevskis et al., 2019a) presents the formalisation of the presented
solution, with the aim of transforming it into a data quality theory which despite the high
number of data quality solutions developed in recent decades, hasn’t been proposed yet.
One and probably the main reason why data quality theory has not been proposed up to
now, despite the large number of attempts, is that any theory must be based on clearly
defined concepts. Considering that data quality is traditionally associated with the concept
of data quality dimension, which lacks a universal definition, classification, and
measurement mechanisms, this vital requirement cannot be met. The proposed approach
does not use the concept of data quality dimensions, using the more general term “data
quality requirement”, otherwise following up all commonly accepted definitions of data
quality and related concepts, which implies that clearly and unambiguously defined
components of the proposed data quality model and the specific nature of the proposed
solution make it possible to offer an informal data quality theory through the
formalization of this approach.
However, the proposed solution also has its own limitations. First, the current solution
does not include verification of the validity of text recorded in the model elements, which
according to the abovementioned should be ensured by “smart users” (Bicevskis et al.,
2018a). This restriction is based on the limitations of the DIMOD tool and the compiler
developed.
Secondly, the solution is intended to analyse the quality of structured and semistructured data, therefore it is not intended to analyse the quality of unstructured data. As
the solution is intended for users without in-depth knowledge in the fields of IT and data
quality, the solution also needed to be as simple as possible, while adapting the solution to
the analysis of unstructured data would make it more complex. However, it should be
noted that in some cases it can also be applied to unstructured data. For example, when
the text should be processed, and the end-user wants to make sure that facts in it are
semantically correct, it is possible to define a data object that will contain the attributes
whose values will be analysed by storing the corresponding values in it, and their further
analysis would be performed according to the previously discussed procedure. This would
work well in the case of the processing of a text with a number of uniform objects and
their description, such as descriptions of different countries, including their name, capital,
area, official language, etc.
Thirdly, the solution is mainly suitable for data quality analysis without focusing on
the analysis of datasets’ compliance to the open data principles, such as metadata
analysis. However, despite the fact that the solution was not originally intended for
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metadata quality analysis, it can be used for metadata analysis as well, by considering
metadata describing specific datasets as a data object, and defining data quality
requirements for this data object, the quality of metadata may be evaluated according to a
previously discussed procedure.

5. Results of application of the approach
The proposed data quality assessment approach was applied to several datasets (some of
them have been published in (Nikiforova, 2019, 2018a, 2018b), (Nikiforova et al., 2019),
(Bicevskis et al., 2018b)), summarizing (1) the results of the quality analysis of company
registers of the UK, Latvia, Estonia and Norway, (2) a brief description of the experience
gained in datasets, highlighting the most common open data quality issues, (3) focusing
on datasets representing one specific domain and analysing their quality - open medical/
health[care] data from Latvia. It should be noted that the datasets analysed are open
datasets provided by different data providers/ publishers, so that the results of the
analysis allow an assessment of the overall quality of the open data, the degree of which
cannot be attributed to the data provider.
It should be noted that this approach can be applied not only to open data, but also to
a variety of structured and semi-structured data, but open data analysis allows (a) to
verify the quality of data freely available to users by assessing their usability, (b) apply
the proposed access to data without violating privacy, security, and privilege restrictions,
while showing that such approach may be applied to "foreign" or "third-party" data
without knowing how they were collected and processed.
A comparative data quality analysis of four European Company Registers (Latvia,
Estonia, Norway and the United Kingdom) is available in (Bicevskis et al., 2018b),
while the demonstration of contextual analysis results on the example of the Company
House UK has been published (Nikiforova et al., 2019). The first stage of data quality
analysis of Company Registers was based on two use cases defined for all Company
Registers by comparing them, however, at the second stage of analysis data quality of
each Company Register was analysed only within one Company Register, analysing
each company characteristic parameter by performing in-depth analysis of registers.
Since the defined use cases are simple enough, where only the quality of primary
attributes is analysed, it was assumed that the data should be (a) complete, (b) free of
dubious values, (c) correct. However, the results of the data quality analysis have shown
that this assumption is incorrect.
According to the first use case, the possibility to find/ identify every Company by its
name, registration number and date of incorporation was examined. The results of the
analysis summarized in Table 1 which shows that Company Registers of the UK and
Latvian have records of companies that do not have a name, as well as data quality
problems in the date of incorporation. No problems were found in the Estonian and
Norwegian Company Registers, but it should be noted that the Company Register of
Estonia does not provide data on the date of incorporation of the companies, so it does not
correspond fully to the use case. 12 incorporation dates of Companies are dubious, since
one of Norwegian companies was registered in "1277-09-13" and one of the UK
companies - in "25/04/1552", that is unlikely.
As for the second use case, simple quality checks of the address and postal code
values were performed aimed to check (a) the existence of an address value, (b) the
existence of a postal code, and (c) its correspondence to a particular sample, defining its
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own format or pattern that depends on country. Several data quality problems were
defined in all Company Registers. As for address parameter, the best results were
demonstrated by Company Register of Latvia (0.09% quality defects), followed by the
United Kingdom (0.997%), Norway (6.2%) and the worst - Estonia (11.24%). In the case
of postal codes, Company Registers of Norway and UK have the lowest number of data
quality problems (1.3% and 1.6%), followed by Latvia (5.16%), while the highest number
of data quality problems is found in the Company Register of Estonia (8.5%).
Table 1. Summary of the results of the analysis of the quality of Company Registers.
Company
Register
UK
Latvia
Estonia

Name

Registration
number
1 (0.0001%) 0
10 (0.0025%) 0
0
0

Incorporation
date
3 (0.0004%)
94 (0.02%)
-

Norway

0

9 (0.0008%)

0

Address

Postal code

7 518 (0.997%)
366 (0.09%)
29 918
(11.24%)
68 128 (6.2%)

12 151 (1.6%)
20 498 (5.16%)
22 621 (8.5%)
14 683 (1.3%)

This means that none of the very simple or intuitive and even obvious use cases in
which the values of the primary parameters were analysed were satisfied by any Company
Register. However, the Estonian and Norwegian Registers can be used to identify any
company by its name and registration number, since only they have passed quality checks
of the relevant fields. However, the existence of data quality problems in other fields does
not indicate that the corresponding datasets are of low quality and cannot be used by
users, as the number of data quality problems detected is relatively small and could be
quickly improved, for example, using the proposed approach. These enhancements are
not too resource-consuming, however, would significantly improve the overall quality of
the data.
It is important to note that the existence of data quality problems in datasets is crucial
because data providers are not even aware of them. This also corresponds with Global
Open Data Index (WEB, a), which evaluates 15 public sector open datasets, including
Company Registers, where each Company is represented with its name, unique identifier
or registration number and address, that fully corresponds with primary attributes used in
previously described analysis. As a result of this analysis, the Global Open Data Index
has ranked Company Registers of Norway and the United Kingdom at the 1 st position,
and Latvia – 18th out of 94 Company Registers. Such high results are explained by the fact
that the Global Open Data Index evaluates the compliance of specific datasets with the
open data principles without evaluating data quality, which corresponds with the claim of
ignoring the data quality dimension in the open data principles list. This also means that
end users should be aware and not rely on such estimates, since high scores do not
necessarily indicate high data quality of datasets.
The quality of the analysed datasets was also checked for other parameters
characterizing the data object (i.e. “Company”). As a result, several data quality problems
were identified in each Company Register, both in data syntax and semantics.
(Nikiforova, 2018a, 2019) summarize the results of the data quality analysis of each
Company Register, providing a discussion of the identified data quality problems, their
nature and feasibility.
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5.1. Results of data quality analysis of Latvian open health[care] data
Considering the importance of medical data, the analysis of Latvian open health[care]
data quality was performed. Considering that data quality problems in Latvian health
data are usually found in “closed” data, mainly referring to data inconsistency, there are
reasons to believe that data quality problems will be detected in open datasets. Open
health data was first published in Latvia in 2018 and in the third quarter of 2019 they
were represented with 15 datasets published by 7 different data providers.
Table 2. The most common data quality problems by data set.
Dataset

Context
issues/
context
total

Empty/ Multiple
Total
notation/
Total

Defects in
interrelated
parameters
(yes/ no)

Clean
/
Total

Incidence of 2nd type diabetes in Latvia

0/0

0/6

0/6 (0)

no

Distribution of persons receiving tech aid
by AT

2/2 (100%) 3/7
(43%)
2/2 (100%) 22/27
(82%)
2/2 (100%) 0/23 (0)

0/7 (0)

no

10/27
(37%)
0/23 (0)

no

2/2 (100%) 0/10 (0)

0/10 (0)

no

(0-1/1) (0-

1/10
(10%)
2/11
(18%)

0/10 (0)

no

1/11
(0.09%)

no

0/4 (0)

0/4 (0)

6/6
100%
2/7
29%
4/27
15%
20/23
87%
8/10
80%
8/10
80%
9/11
82%
4/4
100%
19/38
50%
0/8
0
14/41
34%
5/35
14%
3/22
14%
8/26
31%

Number of social service providers
Persons with disabilities by the severity
of the disability and AT
Number of children with disabilities by
AT
Accidents at work

100%)

Occupational diseases confirmed

4/5 (80%)

National Blood Donor Center Statistics

0/0

Register of licensed pharmaceutical
companies

1/2 (50%)

Medicines consumption statistics
Medicinal Product Register of Latvia
Food supplements register
Dietary foodstuffs register
Veterinary medicinal product register

17/38
(45%)
3/3 (100%) 5/8
(63%)
4/9 (44%) 21/41
(51%)
2/2 (100%) 30/35
(86%)
2/2 (100%) 19/22
(87%)
1/3 (33%) 16/26
(62%)

no

no

0/38 (0)

no

2/8 (25%)

no

1/41 (2%)

yes

4/35 (11%) yes
4/22 (18%) yes
0/26 (0)

yes

As the focus of the study is data quality, despite the ability to analyse only the quality
of individual parameters in scope of one particular use case, each parameter in each
dataset was analysed with the aim of performing in-depth data quality analysis. 15
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primary datasets and 11 secondary datasets were used for data quality analysis. The most
common data quality problems in the analysed datasets are: (a) contextual data quality
problems; (b) incompleteness of the data; (c) different notation of one object within one
data object and even within one parameter; (d) data quality issues in the case of
interlinked parameters.
Table 2 provides a summary of the most popular data quality problems by the number
of parameters in which they were found, while (Nikiforova, 2020c) summarizes the
number of records in which the particular data quality problem was identified as well.
Only one dataset does not have any data quality issues (last column of Table 5.2.1). It
should be noted that it collects numerical data, which also made quality checks simpler,
mainly through completeness checks and simpler mathematical calculations related to
data aggregation through data quality analysis within a single dataset. A detailed
overview of the most common problems, with appropriate examples, is available in
Section 5.3.

5.2. Summary of the results of the data quality analysis of the datasets
An analysis of data quality of open datasets within the study concluded that 83.3% of the
datasets had at least some data quality defects, however, neither the data users who are
free to use the data for their own purposes in processing, analysing and using them in
decision-making, nor the data providers who have published and used the data,
[probably] are aware of their existence in their information systems.
The most common data quality problems are:




data incompleteness, even in primary data (77% of datasets analysed);
contextual data quality issues identified in the 83.6% parameters;
different notation of one object within one data object and even one
parameter, or inconsistency of values and different values to denote one real
data object;
 data quality issues in interrelated parameters.
In scope of the given research data quality defects in data quality data analysis within
one dataset were detected in 83.3% cases. As a result of contextual analysis of data
quality in scope of several datasets, data quality problems were identified in 94.4% of
analysed datasets. This means that open data have data quality issues.
Data quality issues in open data appears even when very simple use-cases are chosen.
The results of the analysis demonstrate that several identified data quality problems are
systematic and can be observed in data of specific domains, in both cases, i.e. of national
and international datasets. Most data quality issues can be resolved by making minor
changes that are not too resource-consuming (both in terms of time and human resources)
if they are systematic or have a specific value that is common to multiple records, i.e.
even correcting one value could significantly improve the overall quality of the dataset
while simultaneously solving problems across multiple records.
One of the main problems in using open data is that the data quality data is not known
to end users, and even more, it is not known under which requirements or use-case they
will be qualitative enough and useful for analysis and decision-making and when the use
of data will lead to inaccurate or even invalid results. Determination of the suitability of a
specific dataset for the needs of the user and his use case, the quality of the dataset must
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be pre-tested, making sure that it satisfies the conditions of the particular use case. This
can be achieved through the above procedure.
Taking into account that in scope of this research all analysed datasets were analysed
in-depth, approaching “absolute” data quality, testing datasets for multiple (but of course
not all) possible uses, created diagrams and tests are more complicated than those that
will be defined by end users analysing data quality for their own purposes. Taking into
account that all components of the proposed approach are simple, unambiguous, and
intuitive, as is the entire quality model, there is reason to believe that it is appropriate and
will be used by a wide range of users, including users without advanced knowledge of IT
and data quality. This would provide not only data quality testing for user’s own
purposes, but would also facilitate collaboration with data providers, thus contributing to
data quality improvement towards absolute data quality.

6. Conclusions
The paper addresses [open] data quality. In scope of the study, literature on data quality
issue, its relevance, existing approaches to data quality analysis and evaluation was
studied, and an alternative data object-driven approach was proposed.
To sum up, “data quality” is a complex concept of a relative nature, according to
which data quality is the suitability of the data for the use-case of a particular user. The
quality of the data depends on the context, and as the data in IS changes over time due
the gradual accumulation, the data quality requirements may change over time. Despite
this challenge is old, that is proved by early studies, the popularity and the topicality of
the data quality problem are also growing rapidly, mainly due the open data and their
popularity. However, the quality of open data is unreasonably little researched, despite
new challenges arising from their nature (i.e. the ratio of open data quality studies
against the total number of data quality studies, is ~ 0.2%).
The study carried out an analysis of more than 70 existing solutions, concluding that
existing studies are mainly (a) general studies on data and information quality, mostly
focusing on definition of data quality dimensions and their groupings; (b) quality
assessment of open data portals and/ or Open Government Data; (c) quality assessment
of linked data. The analysis of existing solutions demonstrates that the majority of
studies are not suitable for users without in-depth knowledge in the fields of IT and data
quality, which are not acceptable in the current circumstances, since the majority of
users have daily contact with data and they should be able to check their quality. The
need for such possibility is also related to the popularity of the open data. In addition,
most existing solutions use a high number of data quality dimensions and require the
definition of data quality dimensions and requirements, as well as their application to
appropriate defined or pre-defined dimensions which tend to cause difficulties even for
data quality professionals. The majority of existing solutions require the involvement of
data quality- and IT- experts at all stages of data quality analysis. However, the analysis
of data quality depends on the use-case as well as open data can be used by any end-user,
therefore the end-user must be involved at all stages of data quality analysis, reducing
the involvement of IT-experts.
In order to resolve the problems identified, a vitally new data object-driven approach
to data quality analysis was proposed. This can be described as follows:
1) the proposed data quality model consists of 3 main components: (1) data
object which quality is analysed; (2) data quality specification which depend
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

on the use-case; (3) data quality measuring process. The proposed approach
does not link the quality of the data to the concept of “data quality
dimension” by replacing it with a more universal concept of “data quality
requirement”, which is a superset of the data quality dimensions related to
the quality of the data;
the specification of data quality requirements (data quality model) that is
defined in DSL concepts, is executable. The quality assessment process
results a protocol containing non-conformities with the quality specification
found during the inspection process, that may be used to improve data
quality;
the proposed approach is the user-oriented approach, where each component
of the proposed data quality model is defined by the end-user by verifying
the quality of the data of a specific dataset for its own purposes, focusing
only on those parameters describing data object that are important within a
specific analysis. Thus, the results of the data quality analysis are as close as
possible to the original intentions of the end-user, i.e. to the understanding of
the concept of data quality;
each component of the proposed approach is defined using a relatively
simple DSL language. Created models are easy to create, edit and reuse. The
proposed DSL platform provides a wide range for the definition of languages
of quality requirements, allowing modular definition of quality requirements
and the verification of the requirements at different stages of data processing,
without including data quality requirements in one comprehensive
requirement specification, where data quality is checked only at the end of
data collection;
most steps in data quality analysis do not require users to have prior in-depth
knowledge of IT or data quality. The data quality analysis process is
becoming intuitive, which makes it possible to assume that the approach is
intended for a broad range of users. The involvement of IT specialists may
only become necessary at the final stage, transforming informal requirements
into executable, so that IT-specialists carry out a support function without
affecting the definition of the basic components of data quality analysis, i.e.
the data object and the data quality requirements applicable to it;
as a result of the application of data object-driven approach to data quality
evaluation to the real “open data”, (a) the appropriateness of the proposed
approach to “third-party” data quality analysis was demonstrated, (b) a
number of different types of data quality problems that are typical of both
Latvian and foreign open data were identified. When performing data quality
analysis for datasets within a single dataset, data quality problems were
identified in 83.3% of analysed datasets. As for special domain - Latvian
open health[care] data, a number of data quality problems were detected that
were classified in several categories according to their nature. As a result, it
can be concluded that certain types of data quality problem may be
considered to be a widespread trend;
an extension of the proposed approach ensuring a possibility to perform data
quality analysis in scope of several data objects that may be obtained from
different data holders and, thus, performing in-depth quality analysis leads to
a significant improvement in the results of applying the approach. This is
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reflected in the results of its application to 18 datasets, data quality problems
identifying in 17 of them (94.4%). In terms of the number of parameters,
contextual analysis was performed for 61 parameters, with at least some data
quality problems identified in the 83.6% parameters. It significantly
improves the results of data quality analysis, as well as require fewer
resources to carry out them, as well as ensuring data objects reusability;
8) despite the existence of data quality problems in 83.3% analysed datasets,
most of them could be resolved by making small revisions that do not require
a lot of resources, since the greatest effort requires their identification, which
can be relatively easily achieved through the proposed approach.
The developed approach is an external solution that allows the analysis of the quality
of “third-party” datasets, regardless of the system in which data was stored without
requiring knowledge of their storage and processing mechanisms.
The wide scope and relative simplicity of the proposed approach make it possible to
assume that the proposed approach will be used not only by end-users for their own
needs, but also with open data quality enthusiasts who are becoming popular around the
world, including Latvia. Involvement of enthusiasts in the analysis of open data quality
and the use of feedback would contribute to the overall improvement of data quality by
approaching “absolute” data quality – data quality that satisfies all possible use-cases.
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